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Chapter 2

Phonology and Phonetics 
Transcription
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Phonology

• Phonology: From the Arctic Circle to the Cape of Good Hope, 
people speak to each other. The totality of the sounds they 
produce constitutes the universal set of human speech sounds.
The same relatively small set of phonetic properties or features
characterizes all these sounds; the same classes of these 
sounds are utilized in all spoken languages, and the same kinds 
of regular patterns of speech sounds occur all over the world. 
Some of these sounds occur in the languages you speak and 
some do not. When you learn a language, you learn which 
sounds occur in your language and how they pattern. Phonology
is concerned with this kind of linguistic knowledge. 

• Phonology is concerned with the ways in which these speech 
sounds form systems and patterns in human language. 
Phonology, like grammar, is used in two ways--as the mental 
representation of linguistic knowledge and the description of 
this knowledge. Thus, the word phonology refers either to the 
representation of the sounds and sound patterns in a speaker's 
grammar, or to the study of the sound patterns in a language or 
in human language in general.
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Phonology and phonetics

• Phonological knowledge permits a speaker to produce sounds 
that form meaningful utterances, to recognize a foreign 
“accent,” to make up new words, to add the appropriate 
phonetic segments to form plurals and past tenses, to produce 
aspirated and unaspirated voiceless stops in the appropriate 
context, to know what is or is not a sound in one's language, 
and to know that different phonetic strings may represent the 
same morpheme.

• Phonetics is a part of phonology and provides the means for 
describing speech sounds. For instance, to provide means to 
show the physical evidence that “cat” consists of three basic 
phonemes /k/, /Q/, and /t/. But phonology is responsible for 
the representation of the meaningful sound pattern of “cat” in 
English.
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Phonemes

• Phoneme: One of a set of abstract units that can be used for 
writing a language down in a systematic and unambiguous way.

• When two sounds can be used to differentiate words, they are 
said to belong to different phonemes. 
– white right; cat bat

• Consider: 
– Is the /p/ that leads “pop” a different phoneme from the /p/ that 

ends “pop”?
– Is the /t/ sound in “city” a different phoneme from the /t/ in “tea”?

• These examples show that a phoneme is not a single sound but 
a name for a group of sounds. There is a group of t sounds and 
a group of 1 sounds that occur in English. It is as if you had in 
your mind an ideal t or l, and the ones that were actually 
produced were variations of it, which differed in small ways that 
did not affect the meaning of English words. These groups of 
sounds--the phonemes--are abstract units that form the basis 
for writing down a language systematically and unambiguously. 
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Transcription of consonants

• Consider:
– pie buy;

spy
try
spry

• Consider: 
– cat Kat
– key cooler
– access assess
– shoes choose
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Symbols for transcribing English consonants
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Diphthongs in English

• Diphthongs--movements from one vowel to another within a 
single syllable.  
– heart (AmE) heart (BrE)
– farther (AmE) farther (BrE)
– hot hot
– hot heart (AmE)

• Some speakers distinguish the auxiliary “can” from the 
noun “can,” the latter being more diphthongal.

• Consider: Is there any monothongs in the English 
langauge?
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Symbols for transcribing contrasting vowels in English
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Examples of exercises
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The phonetic chart of the English consonants

Where is /h/? Where are /tS/ and /dZ/? What does this 
chart mean to you?
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The basic concept of allophones
catty /t/  [R]
eighth /t/  [t5]

• /t/ bitten /t/  [/ n `]
stop /t/  [t]           cf. tea [tH i]

• The phonology of a language is the set of rules that describe the 
changes in the underlying sounds, the abstract units called 
phonemes.  

• The variants of the phonemes that occur in detailed phonetic 
transcriptions are known as allophones.
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Diacritics

• The term broad transcription is often used to 
designate a transcription that uses a simple set of 
symbols. Conversely, a narrow transcription is one 
that shows more phonetic detail, either just by using 
more specific symbols or by also representing some 
allophonic differences. The use of diacritics, small 
marks that can be added to a symbol to modify its 
value, is a means of increasing precision. One such 
diacritic is a small circle, [ 8], that can be placed under 
a symbol to make it represent a voiceless sound, so 
that "ply" and "try," for instance, can be written [pl8aI] 
and [tr8aI]. Another useful diacritic is the mark [ 5] 
beneath a consonant, which we have been using to 
indicate that the sound is dental and not alveolar. 
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Symbols of Diacritics (See Kaylab)
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The vowel chart of language in general (See Kay)
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The quadrilateral chart of English vowels

What does this chart mean to you?
Compare the following pairs of vowel

sheed heel
good took
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Systematic phonetic transcription
When I transcribe the word "peels" as [pi l z], I am assuming that the 

reader knows a number of the rules of English, including those that make /i/ 
somewhat lower and more central when it occurs before /l/and a final /z/ 
voiceless toward the end.

On a few occasions, a transcription cannot be said to imply the existence 
of rules accounting for allophones. This is at least theoretically possible in 
the case of a narrow transcription so detailed that it shows all the rule-
governed alternations among the sounds. A transcription that shows the 
allophones in this way is called a completely systematic phonetic 
transcription. In practice, it is difficult to make a transcription so narrow
that it shows every detail of the sounds involved. On some occasions, a 
transcription may not imply the existence of rules accounting for allophones 
because, in the circumstances when the transcription was made, nothing 
was known about the rules. When writing down an unknown language or 
when transcribing a child or a patient not seen previously, one does not 
know what rules will apply. In these circumstances, the symbols indicate only 
the phonetic value of the sounds. This kind of transcription is called an 
impressionistic transcription. 
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Example
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Exercises: D on page 40.
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